Guide for Parents/Guardians
English
Word Wizard- PG. 74, 75 and 76.
Spelling made fun- List 26 on page 56. As I have said before I do not expect you
to give a test, it is up to each parent on what they feel is an appropriate amount
of work. However, it is beneficial to do the activities to become familiar with the
word patterns.
Adjectives- I have attached a photo for the children to look at and come up with
adjectives.
Reading
DEAR time- Drop everything and read! Try to read for 15 minutes a day. I would
love to hear about the books you are reading! 
Oral Language (Options to do over the next two weeks)
Discuss new ‘Birds’ vocabulary. Can you say the word and explain their meaning?
Put a star beside the ones that they are unsure of.
New words: write the words from the vocabulary list that they were unsure of.
Play vocabulary games, e.g. lay all the words facing up on the table, you all out
the definition of the word and they must point to the word that matches the
meaning. After some practice, you could make it more competitive, if they get it
right, they keep the word, if they get it wrong, you hold on to
Game: Ten/Twenty questions This is a game where one player chooses of a
word taken from a specific list and the other players ask questions to determine
what that word is. It is important that children are taught the skill of questioning
e.g. “Is it a noun/verb/adjective?” “Has it one/two/three syllable(s)?”
Hangman- pick a words form the list and play hangman.
Writing
Cursive handwriting practice- Practice a page of your handwriting.
Report writing (Reports are written to describe or classify something by
providing factual information, written in the present tense. They organise and
record information. )
Read through the examples of report writing in the booklet-looking at the title,
paragraphs/headings.
Write your plan for your own report about a native Irish Bird- using the
worksheet provided with the headings. You can choose what bird you would like
to complete your report own. (You will be writing out the full report next week,
this week is research and planning!)
Free writing (if you have time!)
Make it Monday- Make up an acrostic poem with the word BIRDS.
Tell me Tuesday- Tell me all you know about birds.
Weigh in Wednesday- Do you think birds should be locked up in cages?
Once upon a Thursday- Tell me a story about a Bird from Ireland flies too far and
ends up on an adventure.
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Maths
This week we are revising at the topic of Money.
Money Worksheets- I have made a worksheet with Money
questions for the children to answer to help them revise their
previous work. They can write the answer in their maths copies.
Maths Videos- I have made a Maths video which has different
maths problems from capacity to weight as a challenge for the
children. If they watch the video and then answer the questions I
have attached under this document. They can write the answer in
their maths copies.
Mental Maths tasks- I have attached maths task for the children to
complete each day, similar to their Mental Maths books.
Times Tables- we will be revising over our seven times tables. The
children can also use Topmarks to practice. If you have a deck of
cards you could also get the child to pick a card and multiply it by
7.
Gaeilge
Ceartlitriú- I would like the children to complete the unit page 29
and activities on pg.30, “Ag Siopaí”. If the students would like to
they could draw/construct a shopping centre and label the shops
with their spellings or other Irish words.
Read the story “Éan Cliste” and answer the questions. I have found
a simple reading comprehension with the English translation for
the questions to help at home. I have also attached an audio link of
me reading the story for the children to listen to and read out loud
themselves afterwards to practice their oral Irish. (The audio link is
under the Irish tab on the website not on this document.) With
the questions, the children just need to find the correct sentence
from the text and write it in their copy.
Clann Lír- This is the “Children of Lir” story in Irish that links in with
History this week. Again, I have attached an audio file and
translations to help.
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SESE- Theme: Birds
History- The children of Lír- PowerPoint attached to go through the
story.
Geography- Go for a walk and listen out for birds, see can you see
any from the hunt on the website!
Science- Make a bird feeder or a birds nest- info on website.
Art/Drama
Drama- you could write a script based on the photo of two birds
on the website and try and act it out with a family member.
Art- Try and follow along to this video and draw a Robin!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jyvfLcCiD-w
Music

Birds Song Opera- listen with eyes closed. Open your eyes and
draw what you see or Dance along with the music. Now look at the
video and count all the birds you see.
Religion
Click play on this video to hear a Song called "all Gods Creatures
have a Place in the Choir" and sing along with the lyrics.
Discuss the questions below:
-What do you think the message is from this song?
-Why do you think God would accept all creatures?
-Should we treat people/ animals with respect even though we
may be different?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTKJUxl8TL4

English- Adjectives
An adjectives is a word that describes a noun. It makes
the sentence more interesting.
e.g. the girl fell into the lake= The little, nice girl fell into
the icy, cold lake.

How could
you describe
its beak?

How could
you describe
its
feathers/tail?

How could
you describe
the tree?

English- Report Writing Examples

English- Report Writing Examples

English- Report Writing Planning
Classification:
What type of bird is
it?

Appearance:
What does it look
like?
How does it act?

Pick your
native
Irish Bird

Interesting Facts:
What makes this
bird unique?

This week I want you to pick your
bird and try find facts that can go
under each heading I have in each of
the boxes. Write out your rough draft
this week. We will be writing out the
full report next week!

Diet and Habitat:
What does it eat?
Where does it live?

English- Oral Language
•
•
•
•

3rd and 4th class are away with the birds! 
Please read over the list of vocabulary together.
What do they mean?
Can you put them into sentence (orally)
Cut the words out and play the games

Beak

Swan

Habitat

Feathers

Canary

Camouflage

Wing

Swallow

Migration

Egg

Albatross

Aviary

nest

Peacock

Flightless

Bill

Robin

nestling

birdcage

Dove

Flock

Flight

Chicken

Bird Watching

Gaeilge- Éan Cliste

Gaeilge- Clann Lír

Meanings
Rí- King
Fadó- Long ago
Bean chéile- wife
Draíocht- Magic
Lá amháin- one day
An loch- the lake
Ealaí- swans
Brón- sad
Fearg- angry
Fanacht- stay
Chaisleán- castle
Saol brónach- sad life
Ag canadh- singing
Thug cuairt- visited
Fuair __ Bás- died
Cloigín- bell
Fear naofa- Saint
An-sean- very old

Maths- Money – 3rd Class

Miss Dempsey’s Siopa Éadaí

64.67

5.59

22.78

3.21

44.60

Your Money!
6.87

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Questions
Before you buy anything from my lovely shop, please count how much money
you have in your purse to spend.
Can you show me another way to make up your total amount in your purse with
different coins or notes? E.g. instead of a 50c you could have two 20c and a 10c.
Can you write the following cents as euros. E.g 132c=€1.32
a) 176c b) 34c
c) 265c
d) 3c
e) 432c
Use as few coins to make up the following amounts:
a) 54c b) € 1.48 c) € 3.89 d) € 6.70 e) 35c
How much will the “gúna” and the “bríste” cost altogether?
How much will the “bróga reatha” and the “sciorta” cost altogether?
How much will the “lámhainní” and the “ t-léine” cost altogether?
If you buy the “gúna” how much change will you have left?
If you buy the “Bríste” how much change will you have left?
If you buy the “Bróga reatha” how much change will you have left in your
purse?
If you buy the “scíorta” and the “gúna” , how much change will you have left?
(Hint: add up the two items first and then take it away!)

Maths- Money Worksheet (3rd Class)

Maths- Money- 4th Class

Miss Dempsey’s Siopa Éadaí

64.67

5.59

22.78

3.21

44.60

Your Money!
6.87

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Questions
Before you buy anything from my lovely shop, please count how much money
you have in your purse to spend.
Can you show me another way to make up your total amount in your purse with
different coins or notes? E.g. instead of a 50c you could have two 20c and a 10c.
Can you write the following cents as euros. E.g 132c=€1.32
a) 176c b) 34c
c) 265c
d) 3c
e) 432c
Use as few coins to make up the following amounts:
a) 54c b) € 1.48 c) € 3.89 d) € 6.70 e) 35c
How much will the “gúna” and the “bríste” cost altogether?
How much will the “bróga reatha” and the “sciorta” and the “gúna” cost
altogether?
How much will the “lámhainní” , “ t-leine” and the “bríste” cost altogether?
If you buy the “gúna” snd the “scíorta” how much change will you have left?
If you buy the “Bríste” and a “t-léine” how much change will you have left?
If you buy the “Bróga reatha” and the “lámhainní” how much change will you
have left in your purse?
How much will it cost to buy:
a) 5 sciortaí b)2 bristí c) 3 lámhainní d) 7 t-léinte e) 8 gúnaí

Maths- Money Worksheet (4th Class)

Maths- Maths Video
Please watch the video on the website under
maths before you begin these questions.

Challenge Questions!
1. How many millilitres are in a litre?
2. If I make 500ml for two lambs, how much will each one get?
3. How many millilitres are in half a litre?
4. My jug went up like this, fill in the blank:

5. 100ml,200ml, 300ml,____, 500ml, 600ml, _____
6. The bottle went up in millilitres, fill in the blanks:
30ml,60ml,90ml,____,150ml,180ml,_____.
7. Which is bigger: Millilitres or litres?
8. Which is bigger: Grams or Kilograms?

9. If the lambs get 250ml three times a day, how much milk
does each lamb get in a day? (4th class how much does each
lamb drink in a week?)
10. THE HARDEST QUESTION: Can you think of a name for my
two lambs? 
See can you find bottles around your house with L and ml for
Capacity or containers with kg and g for weight!

Maths- Mental Maths Tasks

Maths- Mental Maths Tasks

Maths- Mental Maths Tasks

P.E- Choice board

